
We will use this virtual whiteboard

when workshopping

Sticky notes are created when you

double click anywhere on the

screen

TRAINING: Please create a sticky note,

write your name in it, change colour

and place it at the elliptical table

below!

WELCOME TO MURAL

An introduction
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  Exploring possibilities for a flagship

What is the macro-regional added

value provided by this potential

flagship?

What group of stakeholders should

be involved – both for reaching

policy impact and for providing

expertise/ sharing good practice?

First thoughts on thematic priorities

– possible platforms for

collaboration within the flagship.

For the need of

working more

efficiently. 

There is a change of

paradigma, and working in

a coordinated way,

although difficult is highly

needed to see the impact. 

Having a

new mind-

set

New experts

in the field

Being able

to co-create

and learn

together. 

Connecting

grassroots social

innovation initiatives

with policy-making

The flagship to push &

advocate EU for long-term

funding possibilities and not

smaller projects where

collaborations are set up

properly and funded. F

An added value is the

possibility of coordinating,

sharing and jointly designing

new working methodologies,

approched and skills to target

shared challenges. 

International inspiration

and pressure is

needed to promote SI

at national level

Common

understanding is

fundamental,

awareness raising

and capacity

building 

National

coordinator

for Agenda

2030

(Sweden)

Non-

governmental

sector (incl.

labour unions)

Capacity building of

cooperation; different

perspectives of

organisations/individuals

Universities,

academia

etc.

Businesses

of all types

Policy

makers at all

levels

Target groups,

interestgroups or users

should be part of the

work at some point 

A quadruple

Helix-

representation. 

Mapping what is out

there and establishing

the relevant links

To engage all

stakeholders and

strenghten capacity

for all stakeholder

Defining role of

different stskeholders

in social innovation

ecosystem

Inner Development

Goals as a mean to

suppert and work with

the SDG. 

 

Combining social

innovation with EU

Green Deal and

Local Agenda21

Cross-thematic

discussion of SI - not

only actions also

knowledge

Long-term stability for

the foundation of

social innovation

Labs -

defining,

creating,

financing,

connecting

Exploring, defining

and creating

ecosystems to foster

SI

Access to and

knowledge about

fundingopportunities

Exchange on

SI methods

and tools

Exchange on

regional

social

innovation

strategies

Be the voice to EU on

social economy and

social innovation

Increasing awareness

about the value of

social innovation to

those who are not

already "on board". 

Joint learning process

understanding the logics

within different sectors. 

The most important

thing is to gather and

connect all these

actors

Innovation

support

actors

Platform for exchanging

best practices on how to

support social innovation

-> An academy for us

Join forces for

putting social

innovation on

the political

agenda

Mapping social

innovations - both

inspiring and

cautionary ones. So

that the knowledge is

gathered in one place

for innovators to build

on.

Citizens

Social

enterprises

Great to meet, but also make sure

they get real value out of it. Many

meetings, conversations with no real

outcome. Smaller organisations

don't have a long runway.

Mindset shift

from ''me'' to

''we''

A place for sharing the

national mappings of our

national social innovation

ecosystems. Perhaps

knowledge exchange on

the methodologies used?

Platforms for social

services, social

enterprises

Creating the long term

opportunities and

environment for

transnational

collaboration on SI

Networks &

intermedieries

To inform

about

possibilities 

Social

leaders

Citizen

engagement 

How to

evaluate the

impact of SI

Opening up

innovation

support for

social

enterprises

To create

common

definition

How to

evaluate

impact from

social

innovation

Strong facilitation role

before any technical

platform

Individual aspects of

the person to be

taken into account 

Education

and skills

needed for

the future

To  make common

understanding

Health
Health issues

Education for social

innovators ->

Developing skills

Capacity

building

patform for SI

stakeholders

Challenge: financing

the social innovation

systems

Social Economy

linkages


